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berlin, germany - oecd - the size of the higher education and research sector in berlin relative to the overall
economy is significant. as a net importer of students and by winning national and international research grants and
contracts, higher education and research make a powerful direct and indirect impact on the city. universities and
research institutes are a key sector of the berlin economy. the sector accounts ... targeting collaborative economy
in the tourism ... - approaches targeting collaborative economy in the tourism accommodation sector in the cities
of barcelona, berlin, amsterdam and paris. the views and propositions expressed herein are those of aalborg
university and do not necessarily represent any official innovation in local government open data and
information ... - government designed for new times. innovation in local government: open data and information
technology ... a ten-point plan for the public sector pedja arandjelovic, aamer baig, and bassam chaptini. 2
government designed for new times. government designed for new times 3 introduction national policy making
and public officials often grab headlines, but local governments have increasingly ... emas in the tourism sector european commission - carlton and scandic hotels in berlin and educational tours operator studiosus. protecting
the natural resources and biodiversity that are the basis for most tourism products and services pays financially,
ensures the long-term success of tourism operations and is an indispensable marketing tool nowadays. 1 european
commission (2010): europe, the worldÃ¢Â€Â™s no 1 tourist destination  a new ... government
governance - corporate governance - governance,and,thus,phrased the term Ã¢Â€Â˜government
governanceÃ¢Â€Â™ernment governance,therefore,is a term referring to governance in the public sector english
literature on the subject,the term corporate governance in the public sector berlin charter - startseite - berlin
charter creating opportunities with the young generation in the rural world joint call for action by science, the
private sector and civil society press fact sheet the german energy transition - contact & further information:
berlin energy transition dialogue press office c/o bundesverband solarwirtschaft e.v. franzÃƒÂ¶sische straÃƒÂŸe
23 10117 berlin, germany email: press@energiewende2016 phone: +49 30 29 777 88 80 during the conference on
march 17/ 18 we can be reached at +491605866033. 2 cop21 and its implications for the german energy transition
the united nations climate change ... controlled vocabularies and metadata sets for public ... - share-psi
workshop, 25 - 26 november 2015, berlin controlled vocabularies and metadata sets for public sector information
management yannis charalabidis
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